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Abstract 

Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz), a starchy root crop, is the fourth most important source of 

dietary carbohydrate in developing countries and important source of industrial raw material in 

tropical regions especially in southeast Asia (SEA). Xanthomonas phaseoli pv. manihotis (Xpm) 

formerly known as Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. manihotis causes cassava bacterial blight (CBB) 

disease, a major bacterial disease of cassava worldwide. To improve CBB diagnostics and support 

breeding for resistance programs, we standardized a screen house protocol for the reliable, 

simple, space- and time-efficient and high throughput tool based on machine learning image 

analysis using the PhenotyperCV software. In addition, we sequenced several bacterial isolates 

using Nanopore technology and their pathogenicity profile was evaluated by inoculation on 3-

month old plants, under greenhouse conditions. Disease symptoms were measured to calculate 

the area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) as described below. This protocol allows us 

to identify distinct pathogenic Xpm strains and evaluate CBB at different DPI by performing 

symptoms measurements in an automated way. AUDPC curves are used for pathogenic 

characterization of additional isolates and subsequent varietal resistance screenings.  

Protocol v1.0: 

1. Inoculation: Through infiltration, 3 technical replicates per strain onto the leaf lobe.       
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2. Take photos (0,4,6,9,12 days post inoculation) image device at the same conditions. use X 
– Rite Passport color card to gray color correction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Choose clear symptoms to create a collage. 

• Select affected area manually (GIMP or IMAGE J) 
• Create a mask: Convert picture to black and white. Only affected area white 

background black. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Machine training:  

• Use software Phenotyper (Berry et al., 2018).   

• Train naive Bayes or SVM using ML_CREATE specifying classifier type: 

  

Check the classifier prediction using either ML_PRED specifying classifier type   

Prediction image: Affected area showed in white:  

PhenotyperCV -m=ML_CREATE -method=bayes -i=collage.png -b=mask.png -class=output_bayes_classifier.yaml  



 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Routine measuring process with Phenotyper: 

1. Click only the gray scale color chips from black to white 

2. Feature prediction of input image 

3. Threshold the prediction to isolate features 

Click on the features to measure. If there are different types of features that you'd like to consider 

separate, currently only three different features are supported and you can specify them by 

which type of mouse click you use. Left = red, right = green, middle = blue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Data analysis: The software Phenotyper generate a .txt file:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The measuring value in the .txt file is in term of pixels. 

8. The automated statistical analysis is performed using R Studio Software and the report is 

generated with the R Markdown tool. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.  The .txt file generated by Phenotyper should be uploaded in the R Markdown tools. The data 

could be replaced from pixels to square centimeters; the bacterial strain ID should be assigned 

using a color code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. The report is generated as a word document as follows:  



XPM 5 

Author: JMP 

Date: 2023-01-12 

Boxplot Areas cm^2 (raw data) – Variety   



 



Boxplot Areas cm^2 (raw data) – Strain  

 



Lines graphics for AUDPC by Strain  

 



 

 

Variance analysis Test  

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq 

rep 2 0.53798 0.26899 

 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

inoc 2 20.29297 10.14648 127.55 0.00024 

Residuals 4 0.31819 0.07955 NA NA 

 

 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

variety 3 4.8847 1.62823 10.3769 0.00001 

inoc:variety 6 2.5452 0.42421 2.7035 0.01848 

Residuals 90 14.1219 0.15691 NA NA 

Comparing means Test   

 

 as.numeric(acumAuc) groups 

CM4919-1 0.88773 a 

CM681-2 0.68042 ab 

KU50 0.59662 b 

Reina 0.29575 c 

 

 as.numeric(acumAuc) groups 

CIO59:CM4919-1 1.34408 a 

CIO1075:CM4919-1 1.31732 a 

CIO1075:CM681-2 1.05654 ab 

CIO59:CM681-2 0.98403 ab 

CIO1075:KU50 0.97317 ab 

CIO59:KU50 0.80252 bc 

CIO1075:Reina 0.51407 cd 



 as.numeric(acumAuc) groups 

CIO59:Reina 0.37267 de 

MgCl:KU50 0.01417 e 

MgCl:CM4919-1 0.00178 e 

MgCl:CM681-2 0.00068 e 

MgCl:Reina 0.00051 e 

Boxplot graphs for AUDPC  (12DPI) 
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